A VERY BRIEF HISTORY
OF THE PULPS
by Mike Taylor

The arc of the pulp magazine
stretches roughly from the late 1890’s into
the mid-1950’s. The ﬁeld evolved in ﬁts
and starts and it died much in the same
manner. It’s not an over-simpliﬁcation to
argue that the heyday of the pulp era can
be represented with a classic bell curve,
bracketed by two world wars, with outliers
at either end.
It all started with Frank A.
Munsey’s THE ARGOSY, a magazine
descended from dime novels and boys’
newspapers. That experiment was soon
joined by BLUE BOOK, POPULAR, ALLS T O RY, a n d o t h e r g e n e r a l ﬁ c t i o n
magazines. Content was low-brow, aimed
at the masses. Publishing schedules varied
between weekly, bi-weekly, and monthly.
The most popular and inﬂuential author to
come out of those early days was
undoubtedly Edgar Rice Burroughs. The
most popular story type was the western.
When Street & Smith’s NEW
BUFFALO BILL WEEKLY reemerged as
WESTERN STORY MAGAZINE in 1919 it
marked the beginning of an overall trend
toward specialized pulps that continued to
grow into the 1930’s. WESTERN STORY
became the home of Max Brand, probably
the most popular and widely read of all the
pulp writers. It maintained a rigorous
weekly schedule until 1943.
Harold Hershey’s THRILL BOOK
appeared in 1919 and although it was a
publishing failure it paved the way for
other oﬀ-trail ventures like WEIRD TALES
and, ultimately, Hugo Gernsback’s
AMAZING STORIES, the ﬁrst science
ﬁction pulp.
Street & Smith debuted THE
SHADOW in 1931, marking the ﬁrst “hero”
pulp. It was followed closely by Lester

Dent’s DOC SAVAGE and the race was on.
Dozens of titles popped up throughout the
1930’s, including THE PHANTOM
DETECTIVE, THE SPIDER, OPERATOR 5,
THE SHADOW, THE AVENGER., etc.
All of these appeared under house
names, behind which stood pulp legends
like Walter Gibson, Lester Dent, Norvell
Page, etc. As the general ﬁction magazines
struggled, all manner of masked heroes
stepped out to ﬁght crime and weird
menace, providing welcome escape from
the grim reality of the Depression. The
entire pulp ﬁeld faltered as World War II
brought about changes in reading habits
and a crippling paper shortage.
Titles
rapidly began to fold, supplanted by
paperbacks and comic books.
Only a
handful of titles remained going into the
1950’s. Ignored and discarded when they
were plentiful, surviving issues of this once
thriving cultural phenomenon became
valued collector’s items.

